Attorneys: Let’s mobilize justice for human trafficking survivors!

Founded in 2015, ALIGHT uses a mobile app (think: Lyft) to connect human trafficking survivors to pro bono legal services. Survivors with various legal needs (e.g., wage theft, child custody, criminal records) are matched with vetted attorneys on discrete matters in their areas of expertise. Learn more at www.alightnet.org.

In 2020, the American Bar Association nationally-recognized ALIGHT’s unique model for “mobilizing” attorneys.

Program participants range from solo practitioners to attorneys in national law firms (e.g., Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, Moye White).

NATIONAL EXPANSION
Since launching, ALIGHT has focused on matching survivors and attorneys in Colorado. Due to high demand from survivors across the country, we are looking for experienced, passionate attorneys to further expand our innovative solution nationally.

OUR IMPACT
Our attorneys have:
- empowered 200+ survivors of human trafficking on 420+ legal cases;
- delivered $1.5M+ legal value directly to survivors and
- removed legal barriers to create additional ongoing value (e.g., new job opportunities, recovery of thousands of dollars in debt, unlocking connections to therapy and other essential services).

HOW TO JOIN
With an increasing number of survivors seeking legal help throughout the United States, we’re on the lookout for passionate, trauma-informed and experienced attorneys. ALIGHT is also looking to partner with attorneys to build our legal network and launch ALIGHT’s tech-based model in your city, state or region.

If you, or anyone you know, would like to join the ALIGHT pro bono network, fill out the Expression of Interest form or email program@alightnet.org and we’ll be in touch.